Toeplates

J. P. Beck toeplate ..................... #TP-Beck-1-B or I
John Philip Beck style toeplate, from the Lebanon County school of gunsmithing style, circa 1765 to 1810.
#TP-Beck-1-B toeplate, brass only $4.25
#TP-Beck-1-I toeplate, iron only $4.25

Nicholas Beyer toeplate .................. #TP-Beyer-B or I
A Lebanon County style toeplate, with unusual tulip finial, from the 1780 - 1814 era. Beyer's work is similar to the work of his master and mentor, J. P. Beck.
#TP-Beyer-1-B toeplate, brass only $4.25
#TP-Beyer-1-I toeplate, iron only $4.25

W. Haga toeplate ....................... #TP-Haga-1-B or I
A Wolfgang Haga toeplate, of Reading - Womelsdorf school of gunsmithing. Haga often used a similar finial on his patchboxes. Select traditional brass, or iron.
#TP-Haga-1-B toeplate, brass only $5.29
#TP-Haga-1-I toeplate, iron only $4.29

Thumbnail toeplate .................... #TP-PA-1-B, I or S
This short and simple toeplate has a thumbnail finial, correct width for our Isaac Haines, John Bivins, and other early wide buttplates. Select traditional brass, or iron.
#TP-PA-1-B toeplate, brass only $4.29
#TP-PA-1-I toeplate, iron only $4.29
#TP-PA-1-S toeplate, silver only $4.29

York County toeplate .................. #TP-York-B or I
Frederick Zorger style toeplate of York County. A general style used by other members of the Zorger family.
#TP-York-1-B toeplate, brass only $4.25
#TP-York-1-I toeplate, steel only $4.25

Early style, shaped toeplate .......... #TP-PA-2-B or I
This wide, early and fancy toeplate requires inletting along the edges.
#TP-PA-2-B toeplate, brass only $4.29
#TP-PA-2-I toeplate, iron only $4.29

Fleur-de-lis toeplate ................... #TP-KGW-1-B, I or S
A nice and simple designed toeplate, suited to longrifles. It resembles the work of Wolfgang Haga.
#TP-KGW-1-B toeplate, brass only $3.49
#TP-KGW-1-I toeplate, steel only $3.19
#TP-KGW-1-S toeplate, nickel silver only $4.29

A. Verner toeplate ..................... #TP-Verner-1-B or I
An Allentown-Bethlehem. Bucks County toeplate in the style of Andrew Verner.
#TP-Verner-1-B toeplate, brass only $4.25
#TP-Verner-1-I toeplate, iron only $4.25

Long toeplate ......................... #TP-TC-P1-B, or S
A typical plain toeplate, or you can cut and reshape this toeplate blank to any desired shape, for your rifle.
#TP-TC-P1-B toeplate, brass only $3.79
#TP-TC-P1-S toeplate, nickel silver only $4.59

Toeplate blanks ....................... #TP-TC-Blank-B, I, or GS
Make your own toeplate with our toeplate blanks. 5" by 3/4", .051 thick. Sheet brass, steel or nickel silver.
#TP-TC-Blank-B toeplate blank, brass only $3.49
#TP-TC-Blank-I toeplate blank, steel only $3.49
#TP-TC-Blank-GS toeplate blank, silver only $4.19